Thank you for purchasing the Media Basket for the GXBKT

Parts included:
2 – Mounting Plates
2 – Brackets
4 – Rod Attachments
7 – Rods
16 – Set Screws
2 – Mounting Bolts
2 – Allen Wrenches

Assembly Instructions:

1 – Mount one bracket to the mounting plate as seen in picture to the left.

2 – Slide the second longest rod through the center slot of the fabric. Place one end of the pole in the round hole of the mounting plate.

3 – Attach the other bracket set to the other side of the stand leaving about two inches from the top. Slide the pole into the hole of the mounting bracket. Push the bracket back up to the top of the stand, then tighten.

4 – Insert two of the shorter rods into the top slot of the mounting bracket in front of the stand. Note – the rear sliding rods, must be placed in the bottom holes of the bracket for them to freely slide in and out below your media holder.

5 – Slide the longest rod into the media fabric. Take two rod attachments, and attach them to each end. Make sure the front pole is one top, and the back pole in mounting on the bottom set of holes. Then slide them on the front of your sliders.

6 – Fasten all of the brackets with the small set screws.